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01: The Workshop
Austrade is undertaking consultation to inform Australia’s next tourism strategy to 2030. The objective of this
workshop was to engage directly with as many tourism operators as possible to enable their contribution to
the strategy development.
This workshop was held as an opportunity for participants to provide their input to the development of this
strategy by:


Articulating their aspirations for the Australian tourism industry in 2030



Identifying challenges, opportunities and game changers for the industry



Identifying focus areas that are important to their location (state/region)



Sharing their on-the-ground insights.

Through their participation in the workshop, attendees were able to provide their views on Australia’s next
long-term tourism strategy.
This report contains the inputs generated through the workshop process.
Participants:
There were 15 participants in the workshop.
Workshop Structure:
The workshop was structured in five main sessions:


Visioning – what does the future of the tourism industry in Australia look like in 2030?



Narratives – capturing the stories that we tell about the industry now and its impact on people and
communities.



Challenges & Opportunities – exploring these within the context of the Report, and identifying areas
that may not have been covered in the Report



Focus Areas– as set out in the Report



Game changers – identifying the actions that would have the most positive impact on the industry
into the future.

The design of the workshop focused on eliciting ideas, comments and contributions from participants in each
in these sessions, generating input to the consultation process. This report is structured as per these
workshop sessions.
The workshop ran for 2 hours, from 1pm – 3pm on Thursday 19th September 2019, at the SATC offices in
Adelaide, South Australia.
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02: Visioning – “Into the future … 2030”
Q1: “How would you describe the successful Australian Tourism Industry of 2030?”
Participants were asked to input their response to the above question into ‘Poll Everywhere’ software via
their smartphones. The following are the inputs and the resulting word cloud. The word cloud shows words
used with higher frequency in a larger font size.

Word Cloud:

Verbatim Responses:


Response



Aligned



Profitable



Clever



Economic driver



High quality



Sustainable



Experience



Green





More operators



Green

Vibrant connected regions
engaged communities



world-leading



Connected





Valued



Larger

Collaborative



Sustainable



Consistent



Hospitable



Sustainable



Sustainable



Local



Sustainable



Sustainable, profitable,



Regional



Digital





Leading



Respected

Unique contemporary
connected innovative

High value



World-leading





Proud



Authentic





International



Growth

Innovative and
sustainable





Vibrant



Connectivity

Friendly
Engaging



Innovative






Employment driver



Growth

Growing above the
international average &
seen as a global leader



Green



Experiential



Sustainable



World leading





Globally respected



Exciting

Australia the place,
people and experiences
like nowhere else
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Q2: “What is the one critical factor you believe will underpin your success in 2030?”
Participants were asked to input their response to the above question into Poll Everywhere software via their
smartphones. The following are the responses received.


Response



Students



Investment



Conferences



Engagement by local government





Alignment and collaboration between
federal and state governments

Shared evidence based planning and
investment priorities across and within
three tiers of government



Investment by government



Succession planning



Regional events



Marketing



Events to drive decisions to travel





Connectivity - access to regions, between
places

Connectivity in regional Australia





Sustained reinvestment

Investment in regional Australia





Collaboration

Skilled workforce





Aligned strategic effort

Robust strategy that underpins the
opportunity



Respected



Strategic investment rather than ad-hoc
grants



Careers



Stakeholder buy-in to the strategy



A place and people like nowhere else



Technological transformation



Cross jurisdictional collaboration



Investment



Consistent focus



Quality businesses



Government investment



Investment and development



Nature



Alignment with current visitor research



Attracting business visitors



Youth engagement



Mix of visitors- international, national,
leisure, business events, education



Hospitality





Product Development

Pride in tourism





Vision for 2030

Skilled workforce





Skilled labour force

Skilled work force





Investment

Safe, accessible and affordable



Digital literacy
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03: Narratives
Story-telling is a powerful way to articulate not just facts and figures, but emotions, feelings, thoughts and
experience. In this activity participants shared real and aspirational stories.

Real Stories:
As we look to 2030 the need to preserve the good in what we have, whilst expanding and exploring further
the opportunities presented, is key to ensuring that the baseline of the present is understood and considered.
In this activity, participants were paired up and asked to share, and document, a story that conveyed the
impact of the tourism industry on people and communities.
Situation
Characters

Actions









Impact






Situation








Characters
Actions

Impact

Situation
Characters

Actions

Impact

The love Vineyard/Monday Morning/Restaurant
Cellar door open
Me
Older Couple
Younger Couple
I met the couple at the door, asked what brought them to TLV today
Older couple said we have brought the young people here today because
they were married on Saturday and leave for the UK tomorrow with a one
way ticket. We want them to remember just how beautiful Australia is so
that one day they can come back here again
Tears/emotions/memorable
Pride in Australia
Reflection of our wonderful community
Tourism is everyone’s business










Rural town
Department of agriculture
Need to diversify economically
Aging population
Need to engage all generations to retain youth and grow population
Local community across various businesses, Bendigo banks, farms,
families and schools
Formed a specialist group
Raised money locally sponsorships, grant assistance received
Invited artists to do murals on local buildings and silos plus pump track for
kids
Festival weekend
Engaged and challenged whole community across generations
New cafes opened, busy caravan park visitors staying longer
Building population
Brought many visitors to town across the year
More vibrant proud community
More jobs locally
Self-belief













Triple J one night stand – Regional SA national free
Music festival in Lucindale SA
Local musicians
National musicians + crews
Local hospitality and tourism/transport free buses from local pubs
Highly successful 10s of 1000s of participants
Huge positive impact: Financial, Morale
Social media; National exposure
As above but already discussions about future events
Spin off to tourism and visitors in the future
Accommodation booked out
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Situation














City chef set up restaurant in town in the Barossa
He grew up in the Barossa so had fond food memories and wanted to raise
his family there
Expanded into winery too now winery restaurant attracts visitor economy
which sustains the business for local clientele as well as tourists
Peter – Chef/owner
His family and staff who are sustained by the business
Established viable regional business – employs locals
Provide a hospitality service for locals and visitors
Employment
Economic benefit
Visit ratios and bed nights
Wine and food sales
Property development













Country QLD
VIC in remote Town
“Queensland Heritage Ports”
Ruth Maynard
Volunteers
Opened a VIC
Gave perspective to community
Events, experiences
Grew communities understanding of tourism
Received assets from World Expo
Developed a new attraction

Actions






Impact



Elliston Hospital – regional decline in population
Visitors to communities e.g. Grey nomads
Local community
40% incidents were form grey nomads which support the sustainability of
the hospital
Hospital stayed open in a regional location

Situation




Characters








International education
Role of leisure tourism experiences in motivating and supporting decisions
to stay in Australia
Prospective international students and parents
Tourism operators delivering experiences
69% of students to Australia have visited Australia before
Record numbers of international students in Australia driving VFR
Many students working in hospitality
Supporting the workforce needs in this sector


















Business events
Australian space industry needing profile
Identified need for Australian space agency
International aeronautical congress bid for 2017 (had lost 2014) in Adelaide
Michael Davis – Industry Champion
Government Partners; Conference Operators
Adelaide convention bureau
Hoteliers; caterers
Congress secured to Adelaide
During congress ASA announced
4,500 delegates in Adelaide (expected only 3,000)
ASA Secured to Adelaide
Employment opportunities
Emerging space industry in Adelaide + wider Australia
Economic impact form hosting conference
Investment in companies such as Myriota


Characters
Actions
Impact

Situation

Characters
Actions

Impact

Situation
Characters

Actions
Impact

Situation

Characters

Actions

Impact
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Situation
Characters

Actions

Impact
Situation

Characters

Actions

Impact

Situation

Characters

Actions

Impact

Situation

Characters

Actions

Impact













Melrose – Mid north Community
Not a lot of youth employment
Suggestion form locals for a mountain biking focus
Groups of locals approached a landholder on edge of government how to
provide funding
New businesses
Coffee shops
Homestays
Bike shops
Fab tyre festival
Transformed to a new approach
New jobs, businesses, excitement

















Product development of tourism experiences on Tildi
Tourism growth
Community income
Guides/Artists/museum/indigenous communities
Sealink crew/team product development/sales
Land councils – rights
Local government - funding
Discussion with local Tildi people
Assistance with training – guiding
Product experience
execution
Increase tourism to Tildi islands
Increase in skill of local people
Sale of local art
Revenue stream for local community
















Assist business at regional level
Structure this approach and build the right framework
Local government to embrace what tourism means to the community
LGA
Owners
Community
Many
Listen
Engage
Share
More dollars in the community
Sustainable tourism
Viable communication
Regional employment grant















Flinders Ranges – Arkaba Station
Transformed it as a tourism destination and tour product
Focusing on conservation and economic outcomes
Local people delivering story telling/guiding experiences
North American visitors
Nature/ wildlife and conservation
Multi day walking experience
Guest seeing kangaroos first time in the wild
Being interpreted by a local guide
Bring back indigenous species to landscape
Conservation – truly balanced between economic and conservation
Jobs for local people
Education/appreciation of Australian flora and fauna
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Situation
Characters

Actions

Impact














CBD local kids
Training at circus school in Adelaide
Local circus kids
“Buyer” coming to Adelaide to find talent
Audience coming to see new things
Produced a show – used our festival platform
Got picked up by a “buyer” from Germany
Toured the show through Europe…sell out
Returned for Adelaide festival
“trade” tourism growth
Global opportunities for local talent
Reputation drives respect

Aspirational Stories
With an aspirational approach, the participants were asked to then reflect on the types of stories they would
like to be able to tell about the tourism industry and its impact on people and communities, in 2030. In pairs,
the participants were asked to create their aspirational story.
Situation

Characters

Actions

Impact














Situation
Characters

Actions
Impact

Situation

Characters

Actions











Slowdown of regional activity
Less take up of tourism experiences
Lack of succession planning
Ability to attract skilled workforce
Local community delivering ‘wow’ experiences + fresh, sustainable produce
Government policy (supportive): funding, marketing
Transport operators/disruptors.
New + alternative transport options for fast + easy access
Opportunities to connect: community, multifaceted
Businesses incentivised to be based in, or do regular business in, the
regions
Stronger regional communities: economic, population growth, increased
services, investment opportunities outside of tourism
Regional dispersal




Use of SA Heritage Assets seen as prized visitor attractions
E.g. Martindale Hall, Lighthouses, Pastoral Houses, Shearing Sheds
Key decision-makers & owners of assets
Focus on ascribing
The solution to heritage retention is not conservation but adaptive reuse.
Challenge the heritage community to embrace adaptive reuse
Preservation and development can go hand in hand
Sustainable funding for heritage retention and development
Immersive stories of SA history and heritage provide an attractive tourism
proposition
Community pride
Economic development around the key assets














Strong global economy
Regional tourism booming/sustainable regional economy
Employment growth
Exceed 2030 expenditure targets
Taxi driver – service sector
Business investors making money
Schools – students
Government – leadership investment
International visitor
Collaboration
Investment: government, businesses, investors
Skilled workforce; Infrastructure; Transport transformation
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Impact







Situation




Characters

Actions
Impact












Situation




Characters
Actions






Impact



Situation



Characters
















Actions

Impact

Situation




Characters
Actions

Impact










Regional success
Employment opportunities
Training and development: young people choosing tourism
Broader knowledge of tourism impact to Australia and embraced by all
communities e.g. taxi/shops/government
Australia destination – must visit destination more than inspirational
Unique tourism product experience; bringing people to Adelaide/regions as
a destination
Big and unique enough to generate international chatter + visitors, e.g.
Mona, Eiffel Tower. Something you cannot get anywhere else
Unique experience, must-do that SA gets known for
Probably a unique building and experience
Developer/architect
Someone with vision and driver/producer to make it happen
Benefactor – significant investor who doesn’t mind the risk
Benefactor/entrepreneur fosters the property experience
SA becomes a “destination”, a must-see tourism for this place/experience
Economic/employment/recognition
SA has a unique tourism attraction which is nowhere else
Shared economic benefit to other tourism businesses and all business
Marine parks activation established
SA has large biodiversity in its marine environment which wasn’t
recognised previously
New tourism operators – may be in associated industries now, e.g. fishing
Reputation to visit SA – its biodiversity in the wild
Events that broadens our marine credentials
Connections between environmental connections and broader impacts of
this, e.g. premium product
More high-yield visitors and staying longer in regional locations
Tourism is one of a choice of vehicles to transport indigenous people into a
healthier, educated, prosperous and respected equal in our story
Indigenous people
Industries/government/education and training
Communities
SA has a world renowned indigenous precinct
Plan together
Implement together; Invest together
Accept alternative leadership and solutions
Strengthened tourism economy
Together, prosperous and integrated indigenous communities
Funding, revenue, jobs and investment
International reputation for our First Nations
History and recognition
Less ignorance and racism
Unlocking a workforce and resources
Shipbuilding industry has transformed to produce carbon neutral
transportation
SA has extensive array of itineraries and experiences to all sea ports
across the state. Connecting with tour and accommodation providers
SA is leading carbon neutral
Millennials and baby boomers in harmony
Boat travel to SA – x5 ports
10 experiences – including nature/event and festivals
Wellness
Innovation
100% sustainable/green transportation
Growth in inbound
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04: Challenges & Opportunities
Participants were asked to individually brainstorm the challenges and opportunities that they foresee for on
the journey to 2030, writing them on separate post-it notes. They then posted their ideas and collectively
grouped them into themes. The notes below contain the themes with the bullet points representing the actual
comments written on the post-it notes.

Challenges
Accessibility














We are a big country so hard to get around to
see everything
Regional dispersal
Regional workforce & population
New opening in regions
Strong dispersal to regions
Tyranny of distance internationally
Tyranny of distance v eastern seaboard
Access + everywhere else
Tyranny of distance
We are a long haul destination
Distance
Borders
Connection

Economic




















Budgets
Required, business, financial, returns
Economic uncertainty
Economic
Economic downtown
Investment
Costs (wages, electricity, f + produce)
Tourism supported as key economic drivers
Investment
Funding cuts
Investment public & private
Lack of government investment
R.O.I from industry
Investment
Cost of labour in Australia makes us an
expensive destination
Profitless volume
Australia’s selling proposition in the future
Profitless volume
Linkages between visitor economy sectors









Working together with local government
Political
Geo political issues
Trade v political tensions
Too much red tape
Process + red tape
Alignment- government sectors, national,
state, local

Maintaining Competitiveness





















Competitive tensions
Competing with other industries for manpower
Access to skilled workforce
Skilled migration to regional area a priority
Skilled workers
Skilled workforce
Premium experience + workforce to deliver
Competition from other counties
Global competition
Labour supply, particularly in regional
Australia
Completion from other counties for tourism
No ‘harbor ‘or ‘Uluru ‘
Focus on the old icons
Labour supply, particularly in regional
Australia
Competition from other states
Competition
Destination development
Regional skilled labour as Ag tech becomes
avoid of scale
Regional sustainability
Uncompetitive regional infrastructure

Environmental




Climate change
Water
Long haul travel vs impact on environment

Technology

Social and Identity

















Technology AI robotics
Fast moving technology
Investment in innovation
Technology change
Start-up success, it is better than others
industries
Regional Telecommunications

Political


Politics
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Generational transition
Indigenous disadvantage
Tourism not seen as a profession
Awareness of Australian tourism expressing
Customer expectations
Speed & cost of visa processing
We are a young country so it’s hard to say
who we are
Aging population lack of younger people
Believing in what we have vs ‘shiny new‘
11






Experiences and design with youth
aspirations expectations
Industry capability (SME’s) Experiences and
design with youth aspirations expectations
Parochial + put ourselves down
Aging infrastructure









Infrastructure development
Infrastructure
Shared vision
Poor standard accommodation
When banking + traditional lenders have
changed practices
Professionalism of experiences, matching the
promise made by marketing
Infrastructure investment aged infrastructure








Strategic investments
Increase in business investment in growth
Regional investment
Tourism sector seen as growth option
Increase in employment
Jobs


Other Challenges


Planning + regulation for green-field sites

Opportunities
Improving accessibility















Domestic tourism – increate frequency of
visits
Increase international visitation
More Aussies travelling domestically
24 hr availability
Globally ‘safe‘
Global demand for travel
Asia
Regional dispersal
Improved regional connectivity
Coordinated experiences across Australia
with region, as a state
Regionalisation
Regional investment
Aviation technology, direct flights from
anywhere on the planet
Regional experiences

Social and Cultural


















Aboriginal history
Indigenous economy
Create a tourism culture
Vibrant indigenous tourism experiences
Cultural understanding
Our ‘people ‘like ‘people’
Empower communities
Friendly people willing to chat to people
Young country so we can create a culture of
tourism friendly
Seen as a unique destination
Multicultural and relaxed
New icons people experiences
Great good plus wine clean + green + safe
Liveability
Vibrant communities
International in experiences that matches their
expectations. New icons people experiences.
Australia’s strong biracial recognition

Economic Investment





Attracting more business events
Infrastructure development
Increased government, funding in tourism
Regional infrastructures
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Education







Education & appreciation of the environment
Education & training regional people
Education tourism
Excellent education facilities for international
education
New training programs
Educating public to be destination
ambassadors (tourists + experts)

Maintaining Competitiveness























Adelaide as a vibrant international destination
Green, creative, smart, Adelaide + South
Australia
Consumer analytics now available for insight
Experiences (events + festivals) are on the
ascendant
Experiential tourism, drive high yield
Iconic experiences 10x the cube
Collaboration working together
Generating unnatural awareness
True collaboration
Increased collaboration between industries
Collaboration not completion
Focus on strengths
Skilled immigration
Other frameworks of success e.g. regulation
employ trails, don’t have to reinvent wheel
Law cost entry for start – up experiences
Tourism sustaining agricultural mining in lean
times
Climate change can be met with technology +
investigation
Global market even from regional locations
Digital an ensure to sharing experiences
Customer focus
Digital enhancement
Digital transformation
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Branding, Australia as safe clean exciting,
sustainable aspirational



Clean green not ‘stale’

Other Opportunities
Natural Assets








Landscape
Natural environment
Immersive experience in our fabulous natural
assets
Clean green environment
Beautiful country + beaches
Leverage nature assets
Environment conservation
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Economic diversification
We don’t realise what we have
Island continent
Superfund balance sheets
Relatively (but a long way!)
Medical tourism
Not crowded or expensive
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05: Focus Areas
Presented with a list of focus areas and priorities gleaned from recent national and state meetings,
discussions and reports on tourism, participants were asked to vote for their top five focus areas. The
resulting top four overall were the focus areas that participants were able to deep dive into, capturing their
inputs to a series of prompting questions.
The priorities voted on for the Adelaide workshop are as per the below, and the focus areas used in the
activity were:


Customer Experience



The “visitor economy”



Regional Dispersal



Indigenous Tourism

The prompting questions provided for each group, at each focus area were:


Describe this focus area
o

What does it mean to you?

o

What are its core elements?



What is important about it?



What impact does/can/will it have on the Tourism 2030 strategy?



Ideas / Opportunities / Issues / Risks
o





How can this focus area be improved, developed, expanded or mitigated and minimised?

Ownership / Advocacy
o

What is the role of Industry in this focus area?

o

What is the role of Government in this focus area?

Other: what else should be considered?
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Customer Experience
Focus





Ideas / opportunities





Understanding customer, needs, and
delivering
Matching benefits to target customer
Honing in on customer – tailored approach
Regional experiences

Importance






Social media – multiple effect of experience +
stories
Using BIG DATA
Talk to customers more
Regional connectivity + connect to other local
experiences (ambassadors)
Research






Profitable business
Customer endorsement – tell the story
Training
Customer journey mapping

Ownership




Tourism is everyone’s business (every citizen
is an ambassador)
Get into schools now – learning and telling
Career councillors channelling people into
tourism

Other

Impact










Return visitation
Word of mouth
Economic benefit

Profile people and places (especially regional)

Role of government and industry – training
and workforce development
Research on the future needs
Data to inform choices and investment

Indigenous Tourism










Tourism is a vehicle to transform indigenous
disadvantage, economy, education and health
Unlocks a workforce and pride
International/domestic product/experience
Collaborative planning implementation and
investment
Regional economy (jobs, investment,
diversification)
Unique to SA globally
Engenders international respect and
recognition
Intergenerational learning
Nature based – supports












Risk – no track record of success
Experiences not sustainable – not matching
expectations between indigenous and others
Role of industry/government = reconciliation.
RAP.
Training to deliver visitor experiences
Regional opportunities
Diversity of experiences
Sustainable communities
Mentoring programs
Economic development
Pride in culture, retention of traditions

Visitor Economy









Focused on the visitor and economic
contribution, a holistic supply chain. Every
citizen is part of supply chain
Core – initial benchmark to enable economic
modelling to measure growth
Economic influx will sustain local business,
especially regions
Risk – not well understood.
Operators e.g. taxis not living up to service
expectations
Collaboration to deliver visitor experiences
Consistency of visitor economy ‘drivers’ – e.g.
events
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Roles



Government – education and advocacy
Industry – reap the benefits, invest

Ideas / Opportunities






Diverse visitor economy = diverse, long-termemployed “career path”, skilled workforce.
Investment
Recognition of value of visitor economy as
broader economic driver to rest of Australian
economy
Measure our impact
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Regional Dispersal
Focus









Sustainable regional communities:
employment and services
Outside of east coast and outside of capital
cities
Regional is inside Australia as well
Unique/authentic Australia experience +
people + places (character)
Use of technology to share deeper/richer
story
Marketing beyond just the icons and large
business
SME capability
Regional infrastructure and investment

Importance


Where the experiences are
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Large economic impact
Sustainable communities
Spread of benefits/prosperity across the
country

Ideas / Opportunities






Greater access
Growing regional communities
Sustainable transport routes and mechanisms
Infrastructure – planning + development
Themed experiences across regions: i.e. wine
regions working together, regional
connections

Ownership



Industry – private investment + business HQs
Government: local, state, federal
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Summary
The workshop was a demonstration of the valuable contribution that can be delivered in a few hours of
collaborative discussion and innovative thinking. Taking people out of their normal day to day activities, and
immersing them in the thought process of future thinking, and enabling future thinking and creativity.
The South Australian Tourism Commission has recently (August 2019) released their state strategy for
tourism toward 2030 following extensive local consultation. The participants were asked to leverage that
excellent work and input to this national strategy the ideas that would support and enable the success of
both the state and the national strategies.
Participants had a common focus on regional development – not just of tourism destinations but of the
infrastructure needed to enable the smooth travel of tourists to non-city locations. South Australia was
particularly noted for the lack of traditionally iconic tourist attractions, but there was confidence that what
Adelaide and the regions of South Australia had to offer could be uniquely positioned.
Sustainability, affordability and access were the key themes repeated throughout the session. They were
concepts applied to many varied aspects that the participants explored, and continually came to the fore as
key critical factors to future success.
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T 03 9005 2030
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